


Destroying

It took oVER 300 yEaRs to buIld thIs cIty. It ’ll takE about fouR to knock
 It down. Howie KaHn  RIdEs shotgun wIth thE mEn who aRE 

dEmolIshIng thE abandonEd, godfoRsakEn homEs of dEtRoIt—all 70,000 
of thEm—and paVIng thE way foR onE last shot at thE futuRE

p h o t o g r a p h s  b y  t i m  h e t h e r i n g t o n
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In Order 

TO Save IT



at any number of vacancies on their street: “You tearing down this 
one? What about this one? How about this one?” 

When they find out Lorenzo’s only there for one house, they 
seethe. “But those are drug houses,” they demand, imploring the 
crew to tear them all down, imploring me to somehow tear them all 
down. “That one,” they say, “somebody got raped in. You’re not tak-
ing that one down? Are you serious? I called about that one. I called. 
And called. When are you doing that one? You should be here all 
day. All week. All year.” 

Lorenzo explains he’s only a wrecker; he’s not the mayor. He’s 
simply following orders, knocking down houses as fast as he can. 

“I can do twenty a day,” says Lorenzo, standing outside a 
Craftsman-style bungalow at 18058 Joann. This house took the bet-
ter part of 1926 to build. Crews of men dug a hole, poured a founda-
tion, assembled floor bridging and ceiling joists and a truss for the 
roof. Shingles were laid down, one at a time. Wooden siding was 
hung. Mortar was spread and bricks were stacked. By the time the 
house was completed, it boasted a gable roof, central dormer win-
dows, and generous eaves shading a balustraded veranda. Covering 
1,300 square feet, it had a couple of bedrooms, a bathroom, a small 
kitchen, and a light-filled parlor facing the street. It was priced for 
a worker—less than $4,000 new—and meant, for a family, a future.

It will take Lorenzo and his two-man crew from Farrow 
Demolition Incorporated thirty-six minutes to destroy it. It will be 

he massive twelve-wheeled demolit ion 
truck rumbles down the street and lures the 
neighbors out to gripe. It’s not that the truck 
or the driver, Lorenzo Coney, are unwelcome. 
The people here just want to know what’s 
taken them so long. 

On this June morning, with the heat and humidity 
rising, residents emerge from their homes one by one: 
mostly women, mostly older, mostly taking care of their 
mothers and grandkids. They’ve been calling the city, they 
say, for years without response and feel as abandoned 
as the houses that surround them—the foreclosed, 
devitalized structures that require immediate wrecking. 
They have questions for Lorenzo. Comprehensive to-do 
lists for this man who has powerful machines and, so, 
they figure, actual power. They ask when the dead trees 
are coming down. They want to know when the drug 
dealing will stop. Does Lorenzo’s boss have a job for their 
sons, by any chance? Or for their nephews? Or what 
about for themselves? They can still work, they say. They 
can lift things. Handle a shovel. Run a hose. They point

T

Keeping tHe dust at bay, VaugHn McKellar of farrow deMolition Hoses

down wHat used to be a House. 
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their fourth wreck of the day. By 9:30 a.m., 1718 Field, 3911 
Beaconsfield, and 13103 Canfield have all been reduced to 
rubble, having met the mechanized violence of the CAT 
330D L excavator. From house to garbage in the time it 
takes to do a load of laundry. Soon one of Farrow’s driv-
ers will collect the remains and haul them to the landfill—
eighty-year-old houses, each ground down into a hundred 
tons of trash and dumped from the back of a truck. In the 
end, the house is just one more useless thing.

Thirteen local wrecking crews have been hired to demol-
ish 10,000 of these forsaken houses, riding up and leveling 
them with brute hydraulic force. Detroit had erected itself 
as a city of freestanding single-family homes: Victorians, 
neo-Gothics, boxy Foursquares, Greek and Tudor Revivals. 
But mostly it’s a city of small, sweet, low-slung bungalows 
like the one on Joann that’s about to be demolished so that 
Detroit might thrive again.

nearly 2 million people living 
within its boundaries, Detroit was 

the fifth-largest city in America. Over a forty-year period, 
the auto industry had boomed in a way that changed the 
country, and Detroit’s population more than sextupled. 
But starting in the ’50s, the city fell into decline. Factories 
closed. Jobs vanished. In the wake of the 1967 
riots, race relations collapsed and the city became 
increasingly segregated. By 1980 the population had 
dwindled to 1.2 million. With far fewer Detroiters to 
shelter, many of the city’s houses were orphaned, 
threatening the existence and safety of everything 
around them. Blight metastasized across town, 
leaving much of the housing stock better suited 
for crackheads and squatters than for legitimate 
investors, possible gentrifiers, or working-class 
families with any remaining desire to stay. Today 
only 700,000 souls call Detroit home, and nearly a 
fourth of the city’s houses—a number approaching 
72,000 units—are empty.

In March 2010, after ten months in o∞ce, Detroit’s 
mayor, Dave Bing—former Piston, NBA Hall of Famer, mul-
timillionaire founder of Bing Steel—gave his first State of 
the City address. In it, he made residential blight public 
enemy number one. “Tonight,” he said, “I am unveiling a 
plan to demolish 3,000 dangerous residential structures 
this year and setting a goal of 10,000 by the end of this 
term.” The de-blighting started immediately. The city had 
averaged only about 1,000 annual residential demolitions 
over the previous five years, and the mayor knew he had to 
pick up the pace. This was his problem now.

Detroit politicians have been delivering Save Detroit 
sermons for as long as I can remember. (I was born there 
in 1978.) But there was something di≠erent about Bing’s 
speech. The mayor talked about the city as a whole, not just 
the nugget of Downtown that local leaders have been cradling, 
coddling, and polishing since the ’70s. The notion of “bringing 
Detroit back” has always focused on several square miles of par-
tially occupied o∞ce buildings, luxury-boxed sports stadiums, and 
casinos—and on keeping solvent the city’s most iconic contempo-
rary-era building, the Renaissance Center, which looks like seven 
stacks of obscenely waxed tires. (It has been the headquarters of 
both Ford and General Motors.) Meanwhile the neighborhoods, 
the places where the people actually live, have been almost uni-
formly scrubbed from public awareness. This neglect left every-
where but Downtown withered and has long set the rest of the 
city up for a comeback.

technically in the middle of the morning 
rush, there’s hardly anyone on the road. 

Lorenzo, 49 and a twenty-six-year demolition vet, maneuvers his 
Kenworth, and the 80,000-pound excavator he’s towing behind 
it, with ease. The temperature in the cab is calibrated to freez-
ing. There’s a plastic bag of water bottles and Amp Energy drinks 
sitting behind the gearshift on the floor and a smaller bag filled 
with oranges on a ledge behind Lorenzo’s seat. “We don’t stop long 
enough to eat anything else,” he says, widening his sleepy eyes. 
“Sometimes I bring bananas.”

Lorenzo heads up Gratiot, one of Detroit’s main roads, one of six 
arteries that emerge from Downtown like the spokes of a wheel. 
It’s a stretch of the city that once teemed with retail and restau-
rants. Life. Now, with its faded signage and trashed storefronts, it’s 
wasted in a way that will prompt this story’s photographer, Tim 
Hetherington, who lived in West Africa for almost a decade, to call 
me when he lands at the airport—just o≠ the Gratiot drag—and ask 
whether he’s somehow touched down in Kinshasa or Monrovia.

Lorenzo turns the truck into a residential pocket and stops in 
front of the bungalow on Joann. The zip code we’re in, 48205, has 
the fourth-highest foreclosure rate in the city. More than half of the 
twenty-three homes on this block are empty. But compared with 
some of the other streets I’ve seen—where, say, a single resident 
remains among the charred and picked-over husks of thirty-three 
neighboring vacancies—this stretch doesn’t seem so bad. 

“Blink your eyes,” says Lorenzo, nodding his head at the house. 
“It’ll be gone.” He flips a switch on the Kenworth’s dash, drops 
the lowboy, and steps down to the street. Otis Hu≠, his 39-year-
old machine operator, who moved here from Alabama in 1990 and 
worked the line at Ford before getting laid o≠, climbs up into the 
excavator and backs it o≠ the trailer. Essentially, an excavator is a 
nonweaponized tank. It moves on metal treads. A swing bearing 
allows the cab, where the operator sits, to pivot a full 360 degrees. 
But instead of a cannon, an excavator has a boom and an arm con-
nected to a series of hydraulic cylinders 

arthur edge (left) is one of detroit’s eleven dangerous-building

inspectors; lorenzo coney runs a crew for farrow demolition.
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and hoses that look, when the CAT starts hum-
ming, like adrenalized veins. At the end of the 
arm is a 5,000-pound iron-grapple attach-
ment with teeth. It hinges open like a giant 
metal mouth—twelve feet across—and closes 
like claws clasped in prayer.

As Otis approaches the house, Lorenzo 
cranks open a fire hydrant. A rush of rusty 
water pours out. He attaches a hose and starts 
spraying the house to tamp down all the dust 
and ash that come with obliteration. The 
CAT thrums insistently forward, mmmmm-
hmmmm-mmmmm-hmmmm, and Otis digs 
the grapple into the front yard, pulling it up in 
pieces and laying the lawn over the sidewalk to 
protect it from the weight of his encroaching 
machine. “The city’s a wreck,” says Lorenzo, 
“but we don’t treat it like that. We try not to 
crush anything we don’t have to crush.”

•     •     •

i  w i t n e S S e d  fifty-three demolitions, even 
stepping into the excavator’s cab to carry out 
parts of a fifty-fourth myself. Wrecking gets 
hypnotic in its consistency, as do the pat-
terns of decay and decomposition. Old roofs 
half-collapse under the weight of snow, forc-
ing the walls to bulge outward. Moisture eats 
away the insides. Mold spoils the walls, soft-
ens the floors. In the summer, the sun bakes 
it all to a high stink and turns it crisp as tin-
der. Nature takes over. Trees sprout through 
the dormers. Animals get comfortable. We see 
this everywhere we go. Lorenzo runs down the 
list: 8125 Mt. Olivet. 4173 Pennsylvania. 14224 
Blackstone. It’s like he’s reading the names 
of the missing, the dead. So many innocent 
onetime starter homes, built on credit and 
striving, now in foreclosure. The holding com-
pany writes it o≠ as a loss. And unless some 
crusading neighborhood association acts as a 
sentry, no one’s watching the house anymore. 
In essence, it belongs to nobody—or to every-
body. Because once a house becomes worth-
less and unwanted—even by the most intrepid 
gentrifiers and “freegans”—it’s everybody’s 
problem. Everybody’s crime scene.

Menace seeks a vacuum, and vacancies 
attract undesirables in waves. The scaven-
gers hit first, picking a house clean of what-
ever valuables remain. It’s not legal, but 
that doesn’t stop people from pulling up in 
a junked-out van, taking an ax to the front 
door, and shouldering their way inside. They 
bust open the walls and the ceilings, strip 
copper from the wires. They drag out the 
furnace and the stove and anything else with 
enough metal to be exchanged for cash at the 
scrap yards whose ads hang all over town. 
Scrap metal in increments less than a ton 
isn’t worth much these days, but when there’s 
block after block of houses to pick through, 
getting to a ton isn’t so hard. The pipes go 
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next. If the water is still on, the basement 
floods. The scrappers would steal the bricks, 
too, if they were worth anything—if construc-
tion were still something that happened in 
Detroit. 

“When I see guys stripping a house, I just 
want to kick their asses,” says Arthur Edge, 
one of the city’s eleven dangerous-buildings 
inspectors. “They always say, ‘But it’s empty.’ 
And I tell them, ‘You’re not home right now. 
Your house is empty, too. What if I go over and 
take out your windows and your pipes?’ ”

Edge is 54, with a solemn, arched mus-
tache and hands heavy as sledgehammers. 
He grew up on the northwest side, delivering 
Smokey Robinson’s newspapers. By the time 
Edge reaches a house, it’s likely been picked 
over already. He cruises the city constantly, 
responding to calls from concerned neigh-
bors, converting blighted homes into data—
his department’s inventory, the master hit list 
of what needs wrecking. For Edge, a good day 
includes getting forty houses onto the city’s 
preliminary demolition list. 

There are no conservation groups or his-
torical preservationists attempting to save 
these blocks. Only the lawless resist demoli-
tion. Tim Sherman, who runs an excavator for 
Adamo Demolition, another company depu-
tized by city hall to get the blight out, has a 
story about some truant kids setting his rig 
on fire. His brother Paul, also a wrecker at 
Adamo, has one about a woman who o≠ered 
him a blow job in exchange for sparing the 
house she and her family were squatting in. 
Mark, the youngest Sherman brother and 
Adamo’s field superintendent, tells me about 
a drug-filled couch buried beneath the rubble 
of a house he’d demolished. Dealers hid their 
stash under the cushions and showed up at 
the job site toting AK-47’s, demanding it be 
recovered. Quickly it was.

Wreckers in Detroit are like human Google 
Maps: They track all the physical changes—
the torn-down houses, the fires, the new 
vacancies—practically in real time. They’ve 
also developed a finely tuned sense of protec-
tion that the city at large greatly lacks. Ask 
a wrecker here what he does and you won’t 
hear him talking about demolishing any-
thing. When wreckers get talking, they talk 
primarily about making things safe.

“Before we can put a hole in a house,” 
explains Mike Farrow, owner of Farrow 
Demolition, “we have to make sure it’s clear. 
The city doesn’t clear it. If there’s squatters, 
dealers, crackheads in there, we’ve gotta get 
’em out.” Farrow is 41 years old, six feet tall, 
250 pounds. He’s sitting behind the wheel of 
a Silverado pickup in baggy jeans, an oversize 
black polo, and a black baseball cap display-
ing his company’s logo, a red five-sided poly-
gon in the shape of a house. A Nighthawk 
Predator pistol is holstered under his shirt. 
“One time I was clearing a house,” says 
Farrow, “and I got cut. The guy thought I was 
a cop. He was all doped up and slashed me 
with a knife.” Wreckers and inspectors enter 
these houses never knowing who or what 
lurks inside. They could be empty but could 
just as easily provide cover for the impulsively 
violent, the mentally unstable, or some solo 
junkie intent on protecting his daily ritual of 
dissolving into the ruins.

Once a structure is finally approved by the 
city council for teardown, it usually takes sev-
eral more months for the water company to 

come shut o≠ the supply and the energy com-
pany to shuttle over in two separate crews to 
kill the electricity and the gas. If the house has 
not been burned out, an asbestos-abatement 
crew comes in to deal with the hazardous 
material—stripping everything o≠ the walls, 
shaving down the wood, and leaving the 
house looking as if it was built not with lum-
ber but with frail and sallow bones. A board-
up crew might be dispatched to spend a 
couple of hours sealing o≠ the structure with 
screw guns and custom-cut sheets of plywood 
to secure it until it gets demolished. Those 
crews work twenty-four hours a day, seven 
days a week and are led by men like Orlando 
Robinson, an ex-Marine. “Sometimes I’ll get 
a call from the city at 2 a.m. and I’ll get right 
out there,” he says while boarding up a house 
at 18891 Anglin in one-hundred-degree heat. 
“You get a call from the city of Detroit in the 
middle of the night? You get to work fast.” 

Most of the time, though, Robinson can’t 
get there in time to stop the vultures—or the 
dealers who colonize skeleton houses with 
working stoves and convert them into crack 
and meth labs. One Detroit resident living 
not far from the city’s northern boundary,  
8 Mile Road, described the weekly gatherings 
at a vacant house on her street. All week, she 
said, the house was dark and empty. But on 
Thursday nights the men would start show-
ing up. On foot, on bikes, in shiny cars. They’d 
line up out the door, down the block: tall and 
short, plump and emaciated, some of them 
shirtless. Going in standing sti≠. Coming out 
limp, loose, detached. It went on like that all 
weekend, she said. A steady stream of users 
until late Sunday night.

Usually, though, there’s no pattern. Chaos 
breaks out randomly. Last year five Detroit 
police o∞cers were shot inside a vacant 
house on Schoenherr, one fatally. Any of 
these structures can host a murder, any day, 
any time, like the one on Maddelein, where 
the body of an abducted 21-year-old man was 
found shot dead in August of 2009. Any of the 
unlivables can go up in flames or become the 
scene of a rape. That’s the neighbors’ greatest 
concern: “Kids get raped in there. Walking to 
school. Coming home from school. Anyone 
can grab ’em.” I heard it all over the city. 
Dozens of times. Mike Farrow once saw a boy 
fleeing an empty lot on Beaufait. His rapist, 
obese and half-dressed, was buttoning his 
pants as the boy escaped.

•     •     •

t h e r e ’ S  a  w r e c k e r ’ S  paradox in 
Detroit: Repetition is the thing that keeps 
them working and also the thing that breaks 
their hearts. Because Detroit is a city of single-
family homes, not apartment buildings, there 
is an enormous number of structures to tear 
down. For some of these guys, it amounts to 
year after year of wrecking houses.

Paul Sherman comes from a wrecking fam-
ily. His father, Allen, wrecked for Adamo, too. 
“All I did was wreck,” says Allen, 69, “and it 
looks like I never even did anything.” The 
Shermans have been taking Detroit apart, 
hoping to make it something better, for 
more than forty years. “There was a time,” 
says Paul, “when I was married and I’d come 
home and my wife would say to me, ‘Why 
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are you yelling at us?’ And it was because I 
didn’t know who to vent it at. I used to take 
it out on the houses, but after a while it’s like, 
fuck, that doesn’t do anything. There’s always 
another one. And another one. I’ve made a 
good living doing this, but it’s gotta fucking 
stop sooner or later. I’ll keep going, I’ll finish 
the job, but something’s gotta give.”

Wreckers hide it, but when you spend 
weeks with them, riding in their trucks, sit-
ting in their machines, trailing them all over 
their job sites right out to the dump where 
they’ ll deposit the remains of a house, it 
becomes clear that they’re a reflective and 
empathetic group. They’re raconteurs and 
historians. They want you to know what 
they’ve seen in this city. They want to take 
you there. They believe it’ll help.

Mark Sherman insists on driving me down 
a street called Robinwood, a few blocks from 
Adamo’s home base. “This one,” 
he says, “breaks me up every 
time I’m on it.” The stretch is 
so blighted it seems haunted. 
Somehow it’s totally devoid of 
color. All the Craftsman-style 
homes, with their tapered support 
columns and stonework porches, 
are empty. “You can see,” says 
Mark, tugging on the brim of his 
black John Deere cap, “these were 
really beautiful. Unique.” And he’s 
right. They’re exactly the kinds of 
homes young families in Portland 
and Los Angeles line up to live in. 
“This is the perfect example,” he 
continues, “of what can happen 
in two years. Two years ago, this 
street was mostly full. This is what 
happens when nobody cares.”

Wreckers always look ahead. 
“It’s a process,” says Mark, “but I 
see a future. I have to. The only other thing to 
do here would be to drop an A-bomb, but you 
can’t do that. Demolition—there’s the future. 
It paves the way to build.”

These days everyone in Detroit is talking 
like an urban planner. You can’t spend even a 
day driving through the city and not think in 
terms of land use, redevelopment, and urban 
identity. Entire neighborhoods, people gone 
and houses razed, are on their way to becom-
ing prairies. The neo-Gothic shell of Cass Tech 
High School, fifteen emptied Art Deco floors of 
the Lee Plaza Hotel, the four remaining tow-
ers of the vacant Brewster Projects, hulked up 
identically o≠ the interstate like broken sol-
diers locked in a stando≠—they’re all coming 
down. The question becomes: What do we do 
with all this space? 

The loudest answers thus far have come 
from artists and farmers who have moved 
to the city, those well-meaning ecocrats and 
conceptualists whose beliefs are rooted in 
the transformative power of installation art 
and organic kale. Buy a house for a hundred 
bucks, paint it outrageously (sherbet hues, 
polka dots) to make a statement, and repeat 
until a block becomes an MFA thesis, com-
plete with its own sustainable food system. 
Which is all good in terms of psychic energy 
and creativity, but it doesn’t exactly qualify 
as a strategy for turning things around. Still, 
in Detroit, it’s worth looking for good ideas 

everywhere—starting with the most basic 
resource of the city’s 139 square miles. “Land 
itself has a value,” says Mayor Bing. “We’ve 
got to figure out how to maximize and get a 
return on the land.”

No other city of Detroit’s magnitude has 
the opportunity to begin again. Starting over 
now? It’s not exactly the kind of thing we do 
in America’s cities. We don’t go backward, 
we don’t clear-cut, we don’t shift toward 
empty to become full again. What happens 
next is really the great urban experiment 
of our time. How the city will be remade, 
and whether it really can be, will polarize. 
Planning wonks and architects, landscapers 
and CEOs, residents and visitors, even people 
who have never been to the city, all seem to 
be watching, harboring opinions and dream 
scenarios like kids playing with Legos. 

At this point, only a few things are clear: 
The physical boundaries of the city 
will not shrink. Detroit will not 
become one big farm. Residents 
of certain neighborhoods will be 
incentivized to move. But pre-
cisely nothing can happen here 
unless the blight goes first. The 
city has $111 million in federal 
grant money to spend on cleaning 
things up. Thousands of Detroiters 
attended town-hall meetings in 
September and January with the 
mayor, his development executive, 
Karla Henderson, and his build-
ings and safety chief, Kimberly 
James, to discuss, with voices 
raised, what their city will become. 

Master plans are being drawn 
up under a Rooseveltian rubric, 
the Detroit Works Project, which 
includes a $25 million light-rail 
system, an ambitious proposal 

for turning empty spaces into recreational 
greenways, and a focus on attracting sustain-
able industries. Completed plans are expected 
to be revealed in December. By then a dent 
should be made in Detroit’s inventory of at 
least 10,000 dangerous buildings that need 
to go down, and perhaps some of the 70,000 
vacancies could be rehabilitated, revitalized, 
and sold. “There’s been a lot of administra-
tions prior to this one that talked about demo-
litions,” says Bing. “Everybody set these high 
goals but never achieved them. I wanted to be 
realistic in my approach. My problem is that 
I’m not that patient.”   

To the Shermans, to Lorenzo and Mike 
and Otis, the exact numbers don’t matter. 
Three thousand houses down now? Ten 
thousand houses by 2014? Seventy thousand 
empty homes? To them, that’s just political 
posturing. Building by building, it all needs 
to go. Whatever the count, they’re more than 
happy to help Bing meet his goals. After the 
mayor’s speech last year, Mike Farrow was 
determined to do his part to hit the 3,000-
house target by December 31. “If they want 
me wrecking those last few houses at mid-
night on New Year’s Eve,” he told me last 
summer, “I’ ll be out there dropping those 
motherfuckers like the ball.”*

o t i S  g r i n d S  t h e  CAT forward and 
grapples up the trees that have grown around 
the front door in the two years since 18058 
Joann was abandoned. Once they’re gone, we 
get a good look at the house. The fractured 
balustrade, the busted dormers, the slump-
ing gable. All the requisite municipal gra∞ti 
is tagged, Katrina-style, on both sides of the 
doorframe: w/cut and the date, 7/12, indi-
cating, in blue spray paint, that the water has 
indeed been turned o≠.

The boom and arm are raised as high as 
they go. The grapple looms over the house. 
Neighbors are watching now, some setting 
up chairs in the street, clutching their chil-
dren tight. Lorenzo has the hose trained on a 
spot just over the porch. “All right, baby boy,” 
Lorenzo shouts, and Otis slams his metal 
through the roof. Glass crunches. Wood 
snaps. The grapple assaults the empty house, 
tearing it open. Otis starts making deeper 
cuts, punching all the way into the basement 
so the house has a place to fall. Wreckers 
know how to contain their messes, and for 
all the destruction he’s unleashing, Otis is 
keeping things as organized as possible. 
Working from right to left, he picks apart one 
room at a time: the bedrooms, the kitchen, 
the bathroom. Wreckers don’t dwell on the 
ghosts, the lives lived when these houses 
were homes. Up in the CAT, as it happily 
does its hydraulic bounce, there isn’t room 
to memorialize: This is where a mom rocked 
her babies to sleep, or whatever. There’s only 
the impulse to hit the house good, to hit it 
just right, and to hit it again without damag-
ing the house next door. When you look at a 
completed demo site, after the remains have 
all been hauled away, after the hole has been 
backfilled with dirt, you’re supposed to sim-
ply think: This is nothing.

Otis works his way into the back of the 
attic. The whole front of the house is o≠. It’s 
like seeing an atrophied body stripped of its 
skin—almost too invasive. Lumber bows, 
then breaks like fractured ribs. Soggy pink 
insulation tears like weakened tissue. The 
grapple plunges into the roof again, jaws 
agape, and the force of the blow sends sky-
ward a plume of paper and plastic crap—
Domino’s boxes and unopened packages of 
First Quality adult diapers. The diapers, the 
boxes, they’re intermingling now, floating 
through the air, landing on the soaking-wet 
refuse piling up around the CAT. It could 
have been tires, phone books, or used heroin 
needles. The grille of a Dodge Neon came 
tumbling out of one structure. Or pairs and 
pairs of children’s shoes, which seem as 
prominent on Detroit’s residential blocks as 
weeds. “Sometimes we recover bodies,” says 
Lorenzo. “Pit bulls, cats, people.”

In a few more minutes, all that’s left stand-
ing is one exterior wall until Otis, with the 
grapple in prayer position, drops it to the 
ground in one piece. “Now he’s gotta munch 
the house,” says Lorenzo, “fine as toothpicks.” 
Otis drives the CAT right up on top of the 
pile—on the spears of wood, the twisted metal 
and fragmented brick, the limp strips of sid-
ing. With the teeth of the grapple, he starts 
shredding all of it, breaking 18058 Joann 
down, smaller and smaller, until none of its 
form remains.

howie kahn, a writer living in New York, 
tweets @howiekahn_.

when you look  
at a completed 
demo site, after 
the remains have 
all been hauled 
away, after  
the hole has  
been backfilled 
with dirt, you’re 
supposed to 
simply think:  
“this is nothing.”

*As of the first week of March, there are about 500 
houses to go, and the city expects to reach 3,000 in 
April. Another 3,000 are already in process, with their 
utilities being cut and their paperwork moving more 
swiftly through the system than ever.
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